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THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL started the weekend off right going 3-0 on Thanksgiving, with
three double-digit winners on DET, SEA and PHL/DAL Under. SBB’s is putting its final research
into several strong Sunday plays that will be available Saturday afternoon.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAFB went 2-1 Friday, winning on HOU and BALL. SBB has six plays
Saturday with a 4.5-STAR Guaranteed Side of the Week, 4.5-STAR Value Side, and four 4-STAR
Sides. There are also 3 Trends Plays each including 2-3 trends/systems. Get the fantastic Saturday package for just $39 in web debit
value or purchase individually.

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

SBB’s NCAA PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

U

he Patriots are 16-0 ATS (9.8 ppg) since 1993 during the regular
SC is 10-0 ATS (9.5 ppg) since November 4, 2011 as a favorite
season after week 12 when they are off a game in which they
in the first 17 weeks of the season after a loss.
committed fewer than two turnovers and held their opponent
SDQL TEXT: team=USC and F and p:L and week<=17 and
to more than ten points fewer than expected.
date>=20111104
SDQL TEXT: team=Patriots and p:dpa<-10 and p:TO<=2 and
week>12 and playoffs=0 and season>=1993 ppp:dps<0 and
19921025<=date

SBB’s NCAA PLAY AGAINST TREND:

U

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST TREND:

NLV is 0-14-1 ATS (-13.5 ppg) since 2002 when not a 28+
point dog with less than 10 days rest if last week’s game was
decided
by less than a TD, in a game where they had normal 6
he Titans are 0-11-1 ATS (-8.6 ppg) since December 6, 2009
or
7
days
rest.
on the road after a game in which a receiver had more than
100 receiving yards.
SDQL TEXT: team=UNLV and season>=2002 and -6<=p:margin<=6
SDQL TEXT: team=Titans and A and 100<=max:p:receiving yards and 6<=p:rest<=7 and line<28 and rest<10
and date>=20091206

T

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

SBB’s TOP NFL PLAYER TREND:

K

T

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savy individuals looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those
efforts include you! This is a group effort and in this section
we want you to team up and provide each other with the best
SDQL TEXT: 5<=Patriots:Rob Gronkowski:p:receptions and p:W information possible! Submit your best and most interesting
trends to kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will
and rest<14 and date>=20121007
will publish them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFL or NCAA find
he Patriots are 11-0 OU (11.0 ppg) since October 7, 2012
with less than 14 days rest after a win in which Rob
Gronkowski had at least 5 receptions.

NFL BIBLE ACTIVE TREND:

U

SER Submitted: JAY1: Underdogs coming off an away loss
as at least a TD favorite are 16-1 ATS in database history.
Active on Kansas City.

T

B007: The Buccaneers are 0-10 ATS as a home dog when
their opponent’s season-to-date average rushing attempts
per game is greater than 30.

SDQL TEXT: D and p:AL and p:line<=-7

SDQL TEXT: team=Buccaneers and HD and oA(rushes)>=30 and
season>=2005
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If you like what you see here, you will love the
2014 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2014 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and SportsBook Breakers will
provide 12-pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college football action. Included in the action-packed
content you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
NFL and NCAA Trends of the Week with the SDQL text
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart

Take advantage of the midseason special, visit Killersports.com and follow the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA O/U TREND:

he Browns are 0-11 OU (-13.0 ppg) since November 25, 2007
after a win versus any team with fewer wins.

B

YU is 0-10 OU (-13.6 ppg) since 2010 playing in the contential
U.S. after a 27+ point win that was not their 5+ straight victory

SDQL TEXT: team=Browns and p:W and wins>o:wins and SDQL TEXT: team=BYU and p:margin>=27 and date>=20101120
date>=20071125
and streak<5 and (o:team!=HAW or H)

SBB’s NFL SUPER SYSTEM

T

SBB’s NCAA SUPER SYSTEM

eams coming off four straight double-digit wins are 39-55-4
ATS. Active against New England.

SDQL TEXT: p:margin>=10 and pp:margin>=10 and
ppp:margin>=10 and pppp:margin>=10

T

eams that ran the ball at least 60 times in a win last game
are 87-136-7 OU. Active with BYU.

SDQL TEXT: p:rushes>=60 and p:W

PICK SIXTY SPORTS WEEKLY TIP:
San Diego managed to remain relevant for another week with their second straight win against a divisional cellar dweller last Sunday but
things are about to get real for the Chargers, starting with this week’s game against the Baltimore Ravens (-6 and O/U 46). Up next is the
Patriots, Broncos, Fortyniners and Chiefs – the toughest remaining Strength of Schedule in the NFL by a country mile. Baltimore is home off
an impressive Monday Night Football road win and given the national attention, this setup usually lends itself to overinflated lines on the
home fave – a definite STAY AWAY spot for smart money!
Well, it’s true; home faves off a Monday road win are just 42-46-4 ATS in database history vs. teams off a home game (SDQL Text: HF and
p:AW and p:day = Monday and op:H) but we have a tightener here that’s “live” on the Ravens this week.
SDQL Text: HF and p:AW and p:day = Monday and time zone != P and op:H and op:time zone = P p:DIV and n:DIV and t:NB and p:HW and
CAD and NDIV and po:points < 17 and 41 < total <= 51 and season >= 1990
In this spot, the home fave’s spotlight win has been offset by the fact that our road team is playing three time zones away, often in an early
bodyclock start time (1 pm eastern). The record for the home side in this profile is 9-2 SU/ATS and they’ve covered by just shy of seven
points (14-point average straight-up margin of victory). The average line is -7.2 and at -6 we are sneaking in just under the key number. John
Harbaugh is 16-0 straight-up and 12-4 ATS as a non-divisional, conference home favorite and he’s allowed just 14.5 points in that sample.
We’ll look for him to add another win to each of those streaks.
Pick: Take the Ravens
Follow @PickSixtySports on Twitter or visit www.picksixtysports.com for weekly NFL picks and Best Bets!

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at killercappers.
com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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